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Introduction:  nanoDNA are short sequence DNA oligomers having ~20 or fewer A, T, G or 

C nucleotide bases, that can form liquid crystal phases if they have the appropriate combination of 

complementarity, hydrophobic end-stacking, and/or sticky-end hydrogen bonding (G sticking to 

C or A to T) when dissolved in water [1]. nanoDNAs are of interest in an origins-of-life context 

because their LC phases can effectively catalyze DNA autoligation and create longer sequences 

from shorter ones in the absence of protein catalysis [2]. As a bridge between ligation mediated by 

intermediate length nanoDNA oligomers and LC formed from single-base monomers [3], we pur-

sue a general characterization of the self-assembly and phase behavior of particularly short 4 base 

DNA sequences, including GCCG, GTAC, and ATTA, as a function of both concentration and 

temperature. GCCG, which assembles into Watson-Crick duplexes by 2X2 sticky-end base pair-

ing, and which also forms G-quartets, exhibits coexisting LC [Figure 1], crystalline and glassy 

phases. Watson-Crick duplexes appear to dominate in fresh GCCG mixtures, but tend to settle into 

a more complicated crystal structure over time. The crystal structure is a network of sites on a 

square lattice where sets of four GCCG molecules come together to form an H-bonded quartet. At 

especially high concentrations, GCCG exhibits a reentrant isotropic phase which we interpret as a 

glassy G-quartet mediated structure. 
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Figure 1 – Polarized light microscope image of GCCG aqueous mixture chloesteric LC phase with parabolic 

focal conic defect structure. 
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